Deccan Education Society’s
Brihan Maharashtra College of Commerce

2019
General Rules:
1. Event date: : Tuesday 20th and Wednesday 21st August, 2019 (Essay - Saturday 17th August 2019)
2. Multiple entries from the same college are welcome.
3. A registration fee of Rs. 80 for individual and Rs.150 for group entries will be charged for each event.
4. Last date of registration is Saturday 17th August 2019 specified otherwise. Submissions and registrations
timings are 10 am to 4 pm
5. Organizers reserve the right to take any decision related to the event.
6. Students should bring their ID Cards on the day of the event.

SHABDALANKAR
(Essay)
Themes:
1. One Nation One Election- The economic considerations
2. Cinema as a soft power of India
3. Science behind the Indian traditions.
Reporting Time: 10:30 am on Saturday 17th August in BMCC Library
Rules:
1. Word limit: 400 words
2. Paper will be provided by BMCC, participants should get their own stationery.
3. On the spot entries are allowed.
4. Participants should put down their own thoughts and not copy it from any other sources.
5. Writers will be provided for physically and visually challenged students.
6. Time:1 hour
7. Languages allowed: English, Marathi and Hindi.
Contact. 1.Swati Laxmi - 8412967103

2. Sejal Shah -7083737310

SWARALANKAR
(Singing)
Theme: 1. Golden Era of Indian Cinema {1950 , 1960, 1970}
Reporting time: 17th August at 11:00 am
Rules:
1. It is an individual event.
2. Time limit - 4minutes (including setup time)
3. Electronic Tanpura and Tabla shall be allowed.
4. Accompanying artists are allowed.
5. Karaoke tracks shall not be allowed.
6. On the spot entries are not allowed.
7. Elimination round will be held on 17th August and final round will be held on 20st August
Contact: 1.Mitali Yarde -9595978953
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REKHATAN
(Sketching)
Theme:
1. Indian musical instruments
2. Any Indian Film Personality [Actors, Directors, Musicians, etc]
Reporting Time: 20th August at 7:30 am
Rules:
1. A3 size paper shall be provided by BMCC.
2. Participants must bring their own stationery and can bring references for sketches, if required.
3. Only sketching pencils are allowed. Color pencils, markers, charcoal, etc. will not be allowed.
4. Time allowed- 2 hours.
5. This is an individual event.
6. On the spot entries are allowed.
Contact: 1 Abhijeet Gurav - 9067651875
2.Gururaj Phatak : 7972938971
RANGANUBHAV
(Painting)
Themes:
1. Reflection
2. Iconic stills from Bollywood
Reporting Time: 20th August at 9:30 am
Rules:
1. Paper size: A3
2. Participants should submit their painting from 16th Aug( Friday) – 18th Aug (Sunday) 2019.
3. Participants should mention their contact details on the back side of their painting.
4. On the spot entries are not allowed.
5. It is an individual event.
Contact: 1.Prajakta Rupnawar-7709035696
2.Atharva Mundada- 7709066398
BOLLYQUIZ
(Quiz)
Theme:
1.Golden era of Bollywood
Reporting Time: 20th August at 8:30 am
Rules: 1. Participants must enroll in a team of 2.
2. There will be a Preliminary Elimination round followed by a Final round.
3. On the spot entries are not allowed.
4. No replacement of participants or teams after the elimination round will be allowed.
5. Movies released between 1950 to 1979 is the scope of the quiz.
Contact: 1.Simran Pardeshi : 8380815599
2. Shreeya Hattekar : 7030041898
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CLICKATHON
(Photography)
Theme:
1. Emotions
2. Indian Food
Reporting Time: 20th August at 2:30 pm
Rules:
1. Only genuine photographs clicked by the participants themselves will be accepted.
2. Only basic editing tools present in the camera can be used.
3. One softcopy is to be mailed to astitvabmcc@gmail.com with subject line ‘Clickathon – Receipt No.
___’ by 17 August 2019.
4. Caption of the photograph must accompany the softcopy.
5. 1 hardcopy of size 8”×10” is to be submitted containing participant’s Name, Receipt Number,
Email id and Caption on the back side from 16th Aug (Friday) – 18th Aug (Sunday) 2019 in
BMCC.
6. Two photos per category will be permitted.
7. On the spot entries are not allowed.
Contact: 1. Palash Kumar - 8390255174
2. Esha Kawale -7219089179
PANACHE
(Fashion show)
Theme: Indian Weddings
Reporting time: 20th August at 10:30am
Rules:
1. It is an individual or group event. Maximum no. of participants 4.
2. Participants can represent the costume of any culture/region of India associated with weddings, pre/post
weddings.
3. Participants are expected to perform/ explain their theme in one minute.
4. Decency should be maintained.
5. Use of harmful materials like crackers, bricks, fire, gulaal, confetti etc. is strictly prohibited.
Contact: 1.Jasmine Mendis - 9850836146
2.Arundhati Rudraximath - 7774831711
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NRITYALANKAR
(Dance)
Theme: 1. Indian classical dances in Bollywood
Reporting time: Solo dance : 12:30pm on 20th August .
Group Dance : 11:30am on 21st August
Rules:
1. Individual and group event.
2. Maximum 6 members will be allowed in a group.
3. Maximum 5 minutes shall be given.
4. Participants should submit their sound track from 16th Aug (Friday) - 18th Aug (Sunday)2019
in a USB in BMCC, the song name should have the receipt number along with the participants name
in the USB, Ex. B12<name and song
5. Participants should carry a backup of their soundtrack on a pen drive on the Event Day.
6. Use of harmful materials like crackers, bricks, fire, gulaal, flowers etc. is strictly prohibited.
7. Decency is to be maintained through performance and attires.
8. On the spot entries are not allowed.
9. Entries for this event are limited.
10. The organizers or judges can stop any performance if participant do not comply with the rules.
11. Weightage will be given to songs selected from Golden Era (50’s to 70’s)
Contact: 1.Amruta Kachole -7721961379
2.Aishwarya Paithankar -9370297921

Aishwarya Gharmalkar - 7276371206
Muskan Thange - 9552456117

VADYALANKAR
(Instrumental)
Theme:
1.Any Raag or Taal
Reporting time: 21st August at 7:30am
Rules:
1. It is an Individual/Group Event. Maximum no of participants 8
2. Time limit-10 minutes (including setup)
3. Participants can perform any of the above Raag or Taal on any instrument
4. Accompanists will be allowed and have to be organized by the participants
5. Use of electronic Taanpura, Tabla will be allowed. Tracks not allowed.
Contact: 1. Tanmay Joshi : 8275105393
2. Bhavin Chourdia : 8668467144
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DRISHTIKON
(10 seconds film)
Reporting time: 21st August at 11:30 am
Rules:
1. Individual and group event.
2. Maximum 2 participants are allowed.
3. Participants are expected to prepare a short 10 seconds film on any relevant issue.
E.g. corruption, gender equality, climate change, leadership, heritage conservation or any general topic
4. Films can be shot on any medium.
5. Film submission to be done from 16th to 18th August
6. No offensive/obscene contents are allowed.
Contact: 1.Shubh Gujar – 9011080330
2. Yashaswin Kapil - 7755902919
SHRUNGAR
(Hair creativity & makeup artist)
Theme:
1. Golden era of Bollywood
Reporting Time: 21st August at 7:30 am for hairstyle and 9:00 am Makeup.
Rules:
1. It is an individual event and consists of two separate events hair creative and makeup style.
2. Participants can take part in either hair styling or makeup or both.
3. Registration fee is Rs. 80 for each sub event and Rs.150 for both events.
4. Styling elements are allowed. Participants are expected to get their own kit including mirror.
5. Participants can arrange for their own volunteers or can do their own makeup and style their own hair.
6. Time Limit is one hour per event.
Contact: 1. Manasvi Amritkar - 8208226925
2. Gayatri Kolte - 9834170967
HASTARANGA
(Mehendi)
Reporting Time: 21st August at 10:30 am
Rules:
1. Mehendi design should be depicted on the front side of a single hand till the elbow.
2. Mehendi cones are to be brought by the participants themselves.
3. Time allowed -1 hour.
4. For depicting Mehndi, participants should arrange for their own volunteers or can apply it on their
own hand.
5. Arabic style is not allowed.
6. On the spot entries are allowed.
Contact: 1. Prachi Dalvi- 9689694494
2. Pushpita Haldar - 9890684775
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